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About This Game

It should have been a tremendous achievement, but the tunnel through the Ridge of Leviathan became the site of a great
disaster. What really happened that day? You were supposed to have been on the train with your husband and daughter, but you

missed it. And then they disappeared from your life forever.

It's one year later, and a strange man - a scientist who thinks this is just like the Bermuda Triangle and other such vanishings -
invites you to take part in his greatest experiment: To recreate the conditions of that fateful day in Surface: The Pantheon!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

- Collect flowers throughout the game
- Unlock puzzles in the Pantheon Treasury

- Gorgeous wallpapers and concept art
- Bonus soundtracks and screensavers

- Integrated Strategy Guide
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surface the pantheon collector's edition

No more Moves!
No more Moves!
No more Moves!
No more Moves!. This game is sooooooo worth it, especially for the price it’s at. Crazy good value. I didn’t expect much, was
just looking to spent my leftover pound on some small anime game or whatever. This caught my eye and I gotta say I am
extremely pleased with it.
It is a fun, addictive bullet hell game with debatably silly but loveable characters and one of THE BEST mechanics I’ve seen in a
bullet hell game ever.
You can ABSORB ENEMY ATTACKS. Let’s say an enemy throws ice shards at you. Or fire. You can charge your absorb
ability and if you time it right, not only do you stop the enemy damaging you but you absorb whatever you’ve just blocked. Bam,
another weapon added to your arsenal. You can do this with any enemy fire. You can run out of the ammo for the things you
absorb, but if you use your absorb at the right time you can just suck in some more. You can hold as many of you enemies’
weapons as you like. An extremely cool mechanic.
Graphics: Retro and a bit weird but not bad.
Gameplay: 10/10
Replayability: there are 2 endings and a timer always ticking in the top left. You can do the game again to try beat your time, get
a different ending or just mess up some enemies because that’s fun.
Story: very silly but the characters have funny dialogue so it’s fine.
. 5/5 fun come test ur trickshotting skills vs me,

i made i little video about the game too

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7PKhEpmlfc&feature=youtu.be. Did you look at the minimum system requirements for
this? There is no way that is right. I bought this to see what a GTX 1060 could do, but I feel like I've been duped. This isn't
worth $1.

UPDATE: It looks like the requirements were changed and it's free now? Well, that's better, but I still wouldn't spend actual
time on it. Except maybe writing a review.... No support for 2K/4K. 1080p at most. Ugh.

Upd: Unfortunately, there still is no support for 4K.. This game fullfills all the space ship construction needs you are ever going
to have. You have complete freedom in building your own ships and explore a vast universe with them. I built Serenity
immediately, call me Captn!. If you haven't played a Marble Shooting game before, This is the one for you. Some of the levels
are like the Original Zuma, whilst some are like Luxor from MumboJumbo. EA, did Popcap get Inspired by MumboJumbo to
make their levels like Luxor?. Well, I think this is my first review ever that I have written on Steam. If you look at my time with
Spriter, you can say I know what I am talking about with around 270 hours as of yet. Now this is going to be a little hard to give
thumbs down to, but I have my reasons.

The best thing about Spriter is the price, you cant get another animating software this cheap ,except dragon bones which is free
and this is where the problem comes in. Spriter is severely lacking in features. The most obvious one is meshing or free form
deformation (if you don`t know what they mean, google it!). There is an alpha version of FFD in the app right now but it is very
buggy and not that flexible. This alone sets Spriter back too much in my opinion.
And then comes numerous small limitations and weaknesses which add up and makes things even worse:
-Cant color the bones which makes it hard to discern them while animating.
-No good reliable plug in for exporting PSD files to Spriter (there is a community made one, but it is a bit buggy).
-Inability to mass-move the key frames and to change the distance (time) between them. It has to be done one by one.
-Bones need to be named manually, it would be much better if they were named after the image they are assigned to. Overall
setting up the sprite takes way too long.
-Lack of various visual guides, this is very crucial.
-Moving or rotating the bones are basically in the same mode, so for rotating the mouse has to be placed on the tip of the bone,
for moving anywhere else on the bone works. This can be a pain in the neck as too often bone will rotate when they are meant to
be moved and vice versa.

Spriter has its up sides of course, like how easy it is to attach new bones and images to an already made animation which is a
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huge time saver, the skinning works pretty good, the ability ot change the pivot points on images is awesome...
BUT, overall from my limited knowledge of Dragon Bones, Spriter does not have that many advantages over Dragon Bones,
which makes it a hard sell. What is more disheartening is that Spriter is almost as old as Spine, and both were kickstarted about
the same time and yet, Spine has gone to be the best animating software out there(Creature seems to be a good contender for
Spine) while Spriter is still struggling with some basic stuff. I am afraid the gap between Spriter and Spine/Creature will get
wider and wider. So when Spriter finally gets FFD, Spine/Creature will already have some new feature and so the cycles will
continue. There has been talks about the devs doing Spriter 2 which will be a free upgrade for the owners of Spriter, but it
remains to be seen how good it will turn out to be.
In the end, with a heavy heart I have to give this a thumbs down...I will get back to re-review when and if new features are
added.

Update 1: With the latest version of Spriter, a few of the bugs I had has been fixed, I updated the review to reflect this.
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Why is this game not on mac ???. very good game. anyone who wants a very challenging and immersive puzzle game i
reccomend this to, its quite complex so if you get frustrated easily i suggest against it :) get it now while its only $2. GUI is easy
for use, you can easly set up your wallpaper, download and even make your own wallpaper. It has a small cpu and memory
usage. It won`t slow down your computer. I like this app and I can`t wait to download some awesome live wallpapers from the
app :). This game, while inspired/influenced by darksouls, is actually a very unique game. Though terrifying, I found the world
fascinating and loved every time I discovered a new area. The perma-death mechanic is interesting and always present in the
back of my mind. I liked finding more information about the story and reminded me of the way The Talos Principle tells its
story.

It does have it's downsides though, small non-game-breaking bugs, ledges that bounce you off when you teleport to them, new
game + being complete ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. When games make an already hard game multitudes of difficulties harder and requires it
for an achievement it upsets me. Too many games put 1 or 2 achievements in that requires 2-3 times as much play time as the
rest of the game. I litterally need perfect timing and luck to complete areas of new-game+ and all areas have upgraded enemies
and previously safe zones are no longer safe meaning even easy puzzles now require no mistakes. Experience from your first run
through means nothing. Now do that over and over, consecutively without dying. I got all other achievements from 20 hours of
gameplay and you can bet I'm not spending another 40+ hours and multiple restarts to get 1 achievement. Seriously I was
expecting new-game+ to be harder but this is rediculous.. Wow,so hard.but i like it.. I love the game for what i can play i don't
have much memory to play games i only have a couple gb but this game only takes up 1.6 gb and has good graphics along with
the fact my computer isn't meant for gaming and i get no lag i love the game sure it's getting mostly getting negative reviews but
this is just my opinion.. Well, it's a nice game. You can do it to games like "Angry Bird", especially because this is game which
you can play on smartphones too. In the game you have to save dodos while they are just running even when they die because of
it. So you make the way clear for them, what can be tricky sometimes. It is ok, when you play it between some other things or
just have to spend some time.
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